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Abstract: Latin American urban areas often comprise large lour-income former shan
ivtoum areas that originated as illegal land captures and that have been consolidated
through self-build over thirty yearsor more. Today most of the originalhouseholds still
live in their homes, often alongside adult children (and grandchildren). As part of the
Latin American Housing Network study (unino.iahn.utexas.org), this articlereports on
survey research for Mexico and describes the stability and nature of these shared ar
rangemenis and the considerable asset value noto represented by these properties. Al
though theseproperties areoften considered patrimonio para los hijos, many consoli
dator pioneers are aging, so that the issue of property inheritance has become salient,
especially for second-generation adult children and theirfamilies. However, [etoer than
10 percent of oumers have ioills, and most will die intestate, often having made verbal
inheritance arrangements regarding their "estate." This augurs the riseof a new round
of informalityof propertyholdingthat bears little relation to the nationaland state legal
provisions that actually govern inheritance succession, iohether through ioills or via
intestucu provisions. The articledescribes the variouslegal codes that prevail in Mexico
relating to marriage and acquisition and assigningof property upon death, and it offers
several case scenarios of interfamilial and intragenerational conflict, especially insofar
as theserelate togenderand social constructionsof inheritance rightsalnongthe poor.

INTRODUCTION: PROPERTY AND INHERITANCE AMONG THE POOR

At first glance the idea of housing inheritance among poor urban squatters in
Latin America might be construed as an oxymoron. Indeed, until relatively re
cently in Mexico and elsewhere in Latin America it was largely a nonissue, at least
among urban households. Today, however, many low-income families own prop
erty that they acquired illegally through squatting or informal land subdivision
and that through their own self-help efforts they have consolidated over a period
of thirty or more years. Government intervention to provide services and legal
title-"regularization," as it is commonly known-combined with the self-help
and mutual-aid activities of the residents themselves have created consolidated
working-class settlements that today form part of the intermediate ring of the
city surrounded by the suburban periphery of more recent irregular settlements.
These homes represent significant assets to be sold orbequeathed to the heirs
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of the low-income people who were first-generation squatters and home build
ers. Moreover, the transfer of title is also important, both for the security of the
stakeholder heirs themselves and for the smooth operation of the housing market.
Thus, for low-income property owners, inheritance and succession have begun to
take on considerable relevance, especially for their children and grandchildren.

A further and frequently unrecognized feature of this property market is that
family members who expect to inherit often already occupy these homes. Thirty
years ago low-income workers wishing to enter the housing market as owners
had little option other than squattingon land or buying into a low-cost, unser
viced subdivision. For them, the first generation of informal self-builders, there
were two primary motives for squatting and self-build: to create a home in which
to raise their family and to get a foothold in the property market and have some
thing to leave to their kids, or as they frequently described it to us in interviews,
"tener un patrimonio para los hijos" (Ward 2012). As we demonstrate in this ar
ticle, many adults of thesecond and (even) third generation are already de facto
enjoying that patrimony, even. before their parents have passed away, Yet little is
known about how lot and dwelling sharing and the use of residential space shape
the expectations of adult children (stakeholders) in the parental home. Nor do
we know much about how succession and inheritance of these properties at the
lower end of the housing market are managed and adjudicated, either informally
by family agreement or formally under the law.

The contemporary emergence of such a sizable low-income property market
throughout Latin America and the clearly expressed intention of owners to be
able to leave something to their children are the point of departure of this article,
which has two main aims. First, we wish to provide insight into the nature of asset
building embedded in the first generation of self-help consolidation that started
in the 1960s and 1970s,and the subsequentemergence of living arrangements and
future expectations of "the second and third generations, who .spent large parts
of their lives on those lots. For subsequent generations the parental home often
forms part of their residential calculus for home ownership (Ward 2012) and con
stitutes an important economic asset in the housing market if the property is sold.

"Second, we explore in detail the processes and patterns of property inheritance
and succession as these are unfolding in low-income housing markets in Mexico
today. In particular, we explore actual and potential intrafamily conflicts that may
emerge as members of the second and third generations assert their inheritance
rights. Whether through a will or through intestacy laws, major impediments to
formal resolution of property inheritance arise, and this article explores how such
constraints may be expected to shape living arrangements and home ownership
for the second and third generations in the future.

THE BACKDROP TO HOME OWNERSHIP CREATION IN IRREGULAR

SETTLEMENTS IN LATIN AMERICA

In Latin America, as in many other less developed regions of the world, since
the early 1960s rapid urbanization has been marked by the growth of low-income
irregular settlements, be they squatter invasions or illegally developed subdivi-
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sions (Gilbert and Ward 1985). By the 1980s self-build settlements accounted for
between 10 percent and 60 percent of the built-up area in most Latin American
cities (Gilbert 1996, 74).

In the early years of this expansion, government policy largely ignored ir
regular settlements and adopted a laissez-faire policy, but as research began to
demonstrate the positive potential of self-building for the production of the built
environment, as well as the social capital embedded in these communities, policy
interventions increasingly sought to support the illegally established settlements
(Ward 2005). Usually, this has involved two main policies. First is the gradual pro
vision of essential infrastructure (e.g., water, electricity, drainage, paved streets,
and schools) in an attempt to upgrade the communities' physical status and en
sure that they are more fully integrated into the city as working-class neighbor
hoods. Second is to transfer property titles to d~ facto owners who had either
squatted on land or had purchased it illegally, unserviced, and therefore at low
cost. By the late 1980s these two sets 'of regularization policies had become the
norm and were widely promoted by multilateral agencies and governments.

Today these older (now regularized) settlements invariably form part of the
intermediate ring of Latin American metropolitan areas and house large popula
tions living in high-density owner and rental accommodations. Many of these
poorer households contain the adult children and grandchildren of the "success
ful" consolidator self-help pione~r families of the 1970s. For them, the demand

Figure 1 Planof lot deoelopmcnt and subdivision.
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Figure 2A Sidealleyto provide separate access to dwellings in the lot.

for affordable housing remains extremely high, but with the exception of rela
tively few who haveexperienced socioeconomic mobility and who have a well
remunerated job, there is little prospect for most members of these second and
third generations to ever become homeowners. Thus, their effective options are
either to rent nearby or to remain living in the house and lot where they grew up,
often with their own young family (Ward 2012;see also figure 1).Sometimes the
physical division of space is clear-cut and formal: an upper floor with separate
access or a separate section of the lot (see figures 2A-C). More often, however,
families live in a largely ad hoc arrangement, with individuals or young nuclear
families living out of a single room, with limited privacy and shared facilities. De
spite these real constraints and social costs of living in poor housing conditions,
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in contemporary.LatinAmerican labormarketswithlimited access to formal. em
pl()Ylnent;(l?p?te~ ...and Jfoffwan.20Q~),ther~ .arereal .. adv~nt~ge~, ••.foradultchildren
(<1J:l~,graJAd.9hilqre:n)toeI}~a~7. in~tJph. ~halCecl.lyms~ng •• ~rr<1ngell}~I}ts:JheY<1re
able tC), mobilize the so-c111edresources pf.povertJT:through re5ipr05<1~ex~p'ange

, relationships, ~p'roughhogseholdex\ension,and by sharing Iiving.expenses and
child .. minding .with kin living on thesame lot (Lomnitz .1976; Gonzalez de la
Rocha 1994;~oset2009)~;

A furtherincentive to .remain living at home or nearby. is tomaint~in apart
sharein the antici:patedfut~re ownership of the home once theparents die. As in
heritance and succession begin to unfold amongthe poor in ~atin Am~ricC11 it will
be important to understand how culture, gender,and informality shape people's
expectations and behaviors regarding property inheritance and use (Varley 2000,
2010;Varley and Blasco 2000, 2001). Specifically, how do low-income people view
and' understand formal estate-planning processes such as will making or infor
mal bequeathing practices? Are there different social and gender constructions
surrounding .family patrimony and property, and to what extent do these shape
inheritance preferences and distribution of housing assets in low-income settle
ments? These are important considerations, as others have noted that there .is a
social embeddedess of housing property rights that may ultimately render some
household members more vulnerable than others depending on gender, age, gen-
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Figure. 2~2Q~7.1si~rQt~lJ~lB.;f~ts '.diVid~4(qetweent~p~i~~reiF~~qJq§i1jes·[UQtetl,ouble
electricitY111ete~sJ;a~dptlrt of1J-extdoor's, lothas b.e?l1s9Id .. offas,as~parate dwelli1Jg, (garage
door withrq()ws.above);c '

'/ .

eration,i~~4Q9r~t.~~¥;pW~r~ct~~i,stics.(Vfrley~9?4!~qlgtJ#1lt1E,:i~~l"ifan5e .bDflle
f~~ilY\\Pf:trim9n)Tl).e.~~E)t?;b~'~1'ldersto?d 'giy\eflth~·~~5l:t.~eepef>59111J?~exitY,of
property.r~la.tiol1sS:'1.lrr()llI)-Qin.g,the hollle.· .

ASSET BUILDING, PROPERTY OWNERSHIP, AND SHARING IN THEl\1IDSTOFPOVERTY· .

Thisarticleforms partof thcrnulticity IcatinA.Inefic~Il Housing Network
study, whic,he)(am,ifles, housing structureand policies forS91'lsolidated working
c1ass(former)suburbE) some thirty or more years after the,irestabli~hmenU Dur
ing an earlier phase of the broader project, the authors conducted a pilot survey in
Bogota and Mexico City.to pretest several hypotheses .related·to level of mobility,
lot sharingamong kin, and asset values of the home. This was done through an
oversampling survey of lotsinwhich owner households were originally inter-

1. The multicity comparatiye study of eleven cities in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Guatemala,
Dominican Republic, Mexico, Peru, and Uruguay explores contemporary social and housing dynamics
in the first generation of irregular settlements that formed, for the most part, from the 1960s to the early
1980s. The study (comprising different research groups and principal investigators) is coordinated by
Peter M. Ward at the University of Texas at Austin (see http://www.lahn.utexas.org).
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viewed as part of a major three-city housing study in the late 1970s (Gilbert and
Ward 1985).2 The follow-up study sought to track down some 400 owner house
holds from the original study and eventually managed interviews with some
250 households across eight settlements (see table 1).3 A brief questionnaire was
given to the owners now living on those sites to gauge the level of population
turnover and land-use changes, household dwelling arrangements, lot titles and
patterns of ownership, current property values, and so on. It was in the process of
this initial phase of research that the cross-generational nature of sharing and the

. stakeholder expectations of adult children and grandchildren became apparent,
thus fueling our interest and questions in later surveys (Grajeda 2008;Ward 2008).
We first present data for 2007 for both cities and offer a comparison of irregular
settlement arrangements; wethen turn to a detailed analysis of inheritance and
succession in Mexico.

As part of the 2009-2011 Latin American Housing Network project, we ex
tended our research framework to a total of eleven cities in nine countries, gather
ing data about housing conditions, household composition and arrangements, lot
demographics, property titles, and mobility patterns. In addition, in several cities
we conducted intensive case studies of a small number of "interesting" house
hold cases from the surveys, from which we hoped to gain more detailed insights
about the physical structure of the dwelling and how this related to household
expansion over time and across generations, as well as current on-lot household
arrangements of family and nonfamily (renter) members, the life histories and
family tree of the owner(s), the entry and exit of household members, housing
problems associated with deterioration and intensive use over many years, pri
orities for home improvement and reorganization, and expectations about future
inheritance. Anyone of these criteria could have been the primary reason a case
was selected as interesting (for a full discussion of this methodology, see the proj
ect website at http://www.lahn.utexas.org; Ward and Jimenez 2011). These case
studies involved a team of four to six people spending several hours working
intensively with the family, often over several visits, and they are the basis for
several of the specific family inheritance scenarios discussed herein.

This article presents data primarily for three Mexican cities in which we have
worked (Mexico City, Guadalajara, and Monterrey) with some comparisons to the
2007 Bogota survey. Not all the 2007 data for Bogota and Mexico City' are directly
comparable with the 2009-2011 study, but where appropriate we have included
them in tables I, 2, and 4. Our first major finding pertains to our hypothesis that
there was an almost total lack of mobility among owners. In the 2007 survey for

2. Until recently, it was quite rare for researchers to return to settlements and households many years
later, instead taking either a longitudinal or a cross-sectional approach (but see Moser 2009; Perlman
2010; Gilbert 1999; Varley 1993). Bryan Roberts (1973, 2010), a member of the Latin American Housing
Network's research cluster, has also returned to his fieldwork sites of the 1960s in Guatemala City.

3. The following University of Texas graduate research assistants participated in the fieldwork: Lis-
, sette Aliaga, Maria Garda, Erika Grajeda, and Alejandra Ramirez Cuesta. Edith Jimenez, director of

the Guadalajara study, and Cristina Saborio, of the Universidad de Guadalajara, also collaborated with
fieldwork in Mexico City. Erika Grajeda (2008) subsequently extended the Mexico City analysis as part
of her master's thesis.
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Table 1 Household structures, lot densities, housingcharacteristics, and property values in
consolidated self-help settlements, MexicoCity and Bogota (2007survey data)

Dimension of analysis

Original family still living on lot in 2007
Confirmed, still the original family

Lot land use change since 1978
No change, owner residential
Residential but now rental residence

Name change on title since regularization
Title change
No title change
In process of changing the title
Don't know how to make a change in title

Age of owner
Trimmed mean
Older than 60 (0/0)
Older than 70 (0/0 )

Households on lot
Average no. of households on lot (1978)
No. of separate households (2007)

Number of separate households on lot
1 family
2 families
3 families
4 or more families

Densities on lot (people)
No. of people on each Iota
Median no. of people per lot
No. of persons in horne-
Me and my spouse
Me and my siblings (or in-laws)
A mix of parents, in-laws, and siblings,

(children of the parents)
Parents and other kin
A mixture of nephews and nieces
'A mixture of parents, children,

and (unrelated) renters
Mixture of family members and renters
Others (unclassified)

2007property values
Self-assesseda
Tax assessment (average), all settlements"

Mexico City,
5 colonias Bogota, 3 barrios

(N of cases in (N of cases in
parentheses = 253) parentheses = 148)

(253) (148)
81.8% (125) 80.6% (83)

89.4% (160) 76.50/0 (78)
7.3% (13) 19.60/0 (20)

10.8% (12) 28%(21)
83.8% '(93) 70.3% (52)

2.7% (3) 1.4% (1)
2.7% (3) 0

67.7 (209) 68.1 (119)
77 71.4

39.2 46.2

1.44(145) \ 1.51(142)
2.4 (134) 2.11 (92)

35% (47) 28% (26)
25% (33) 25%(35)
15% (20) 24% (22)
25% (34) 10% (9)

8.91 (112) 8.62(71)
7.5 8

3.56 (112) 4.12(71)
4.0% (4) 4.5% (3)

15.2% (15) 8
60.6% (60) 22.7% (15)

15.2% (15) 4.5%(3)
0 3.0% (2)

3.0% (3) 27.20/0 (18)

0 22.7% (15)
2.0% (2) 3.0% (2)

$101,800 (32) $26,600 (45)
$66,670 $20,730 (132)

Source: Surveyfieldwork by the authors. Data for 1978 are from Gilbert and Ward 1985.
Note:Boldface figures draw attention to the principal differences observed between the two cities.
a "Trimmed"-the trimmed mean is the average once the top and bottom five percent of outliers are
removed.
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Mexico and Bogota, we found that for low-income pioneer self-builders of the
1960s and 1970s, "a home is forever," as expressed in the title of Alan Gilbert's
(1999) article. (see also Ward 2012). Specifically, a large proportion-more than
80 percent in Bogota and Mexico City-of the original householders were found
to be living on their lots some thirty years later, even when the original parent(s)
had since died (see table 1). Few lots had been turned over to nonresidential use
(s~e table I), although in Bogota a small proportion were exclusively rental (either
rooming tenements or small apartments). The 2009 surveys in Cuadalajara.and
Monterrey confirmed this stability among owner households, many of whom re-
ported living on their lots for more than twenty-five years (see table 2). '

A second finding is that in most cities lot population densities have increased
as a result of sons and daughters continuing to live with their parents, albeit often
in independent households on the same lot and with their own young children. 
The average number of families living on each lot in Mexico City and Bogota was
2.4 and 2.11, respectively, with an average of 8.91 and 8.62 persons on the lot in
each city (see table 1).This was almost double that of thirty years ago, when most
people living on the lots were young nuclear families. These densities were found
to be especially high in Bogota, given the smaller lot sizes there and the need to
build upward to create additional living space. In Mexico City subdivision of lots
and construction of second and third stories were common: 40 percent of lots had
three or more families living on the lot (see table 1),4 and only around one-third of
all lots recorded single-family residence (35percent in Mexico City and 28 percent
in Bogota). The two cities differ somewhat in the nature of this on-lot mixing. In
Mexico City the scenario of close kin-related households is the norm, whereas in
Bogota the scenario comprised a mix of kin sharers and renter households (some
50 percent of lots contained both renters and kin sharers; table 1). Thus, sharing
with parents over the long term or permanently appears to be quite normal in
both cities, despite some income earned from renters in Bogota (see also Varley
1993, 1994). In 2009, when we began to compare these data with those for several
other cities in Mexico and Latin America, it became clear that Mexico City and
Bogota are somewhat different, with considerably higher densities of households
and persons living on a single lot than the other cities in the'LAHN study, and a
much greater degree of lot sharing than elsewhere. But as table 2 demonstrates,
even in these other cities sharing is an important feature in 25 to 40 percent of
cases, with on average five or more people living on the lot.

The third major finding relates to the issue of clean title and whether the per
son deemed to be the owner was also the named titleholder. During the course of
the settlement's integration into the city fabric, regularization policies sought to
provide clean lot titles to de facto owners. Our survey showed that most titles re
mained in the name of the original owner, dating to regularization in the 1980s. In

4: These are probably underestimates: our 2011 detailed case studies from fieldwork in Mexico City
suggest a considerable underestimation of the number of separate households sharing a lot, as well as
total numbers of residents, densities, levels of overcrowding, and so on. For a more in-depth discussion
of shared housing arrangements (i.e., two or more separate households occupying a plot owned by one
household) and the important distinction between extended and shared households in self-help settle
ments in Mexico, see Varley 1993.
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Table 2 Household structures, lot densities, housingcharacteristics, and propertyvaluesin
consolidated self-help settlements,Guadalajara and Monterrey (2009survey data)

74.5 (181) 47.3 (61)
19.8 (48) 40.3 (52)

5 (13) 7 (8)

58.2 (232) 51.9 (124)
46.4 55.2
18.3 26.7

1.46 (242) 1.32 (126)

67.8% 73.8%
21.5% 20.6%

8.3% 5.6%
2.50/0 0

68.3% (166) 64% (80)
31.4% (76) 33% (41)

2.4% (3)

5.56 (242) 4.81 (126)
5 5

4.7 3.92

4.98 (240) 4.77 (124)
3.2 (49) 3.0 (28)

1.76 (242) 1.59 (123)
2.37 (56) 2.51 (26)

$4~100 (153) $24,990 (55)
$39,800 (58) $16,750(23)

Dimension of Analysis

Lot details
Median year of occupancy of lot
Years living on lot (trimmed mean)
Year of title regularization (median)
Unchanged title since

regularization (0/0)
Couple married or lived together

when acquired home (%)
Title in name of one or both

spouses (%)
One spouse
Both spouses
Don't know

Age of owner
Trimmed mean
Older than age 60 (0/0)
Older than age 70 (%)

Households on lot
No. of separate households

(trimmed mean)
1 family
2 families
3 families
4 or more families

Household structure
Nuclear household
Extended
Single (nonfamily)

Densities on lot (people)
No. of people on each Iota
Median no. people per lot
No. of persons in horne-

Average number of rooms and
people per bedroom
Rooms in first house unit (mean)
Rooms in second house unit (mean)
People per bedroom, first house
People per bedroom, second house

2009 property values
Self-assessment
Tax assessment (average),

all settlements

Guadalajara,
3 colonias (N of

cases in parentheses)

1985
25.2 (240)
1989 (150)

95 (171)

79.3 (134)

Monterrey,
2 colonias (N of

cases in parentheses)

1977
29.8 (123)
1988 (42)
89.5 (85)

81.7 (94)

Source: Guadalajara and Monterrey data are drawn from the Latin American Housing Network
(LAHN www.lahn.utexas.org) with permission from Dr. Edith Jimenez to use the Guadalajara data.
Note: Boldface figures draw attention to the principal differences observed between the two cities.
a "Trimmed"-the trimmed mean is the average once the top and bottom five percent of outliers are
removed.
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a modest number of cases title had changed, but this was almost always because
of buyouts (traspasos) from the original pioneer occupiers who had created the
settlement, but even in most of these cases the buyouts had occurred many years
earlier (see tables 1 and 2).

Where the same family had lived on the lot for many years and the title was in
the name of a deceased or permanently absent spouse (usually the father), it was
unlikely that the name on the title had been changed. This is probably because
the property ultimately would go to the children, some of whom already lived
on site, and the living parent was viewed as the owner even if his or her name
was not on the title. In a small number of cases in which both parents had passed
away, we did find some interest among family members to adjust the title to ac
commodate the arrangement of shared ownership, but few had proceeded in this
way, either because they did not know how to do so or because there seemed to
be no need (and doing otherwise, could create difficulties for the children), or a
combination of those reasons. To the extent that housing market policies require
clear and clean titles that are kept up to date, these findings point to the need for a
new round of retitling or regularization of titles at some point in the future (Ward
2008; Ward et al. 2011).

A fourth important finding relates to tlle relatively high value of these proper
ties, especially considering that they are owned by poor people. Tables 1 and 2
show the "trimmed" average (i.e., with 5 percent of outliers removed) of self-as
sessed property values provided by household respondents. Care should be exer
cised with some of these data given the modest cell size in certain cases, as many
respondents were unable or unwilling to say what they thought their property
was worth. Therefore, we also used the property-value tax-assessment data to
triangulate the reported values, and although property values are less than the
self-assessments, the numbers are still quite close to the self-assessed values. In
Bogota the trimmed mean value in 2007 was US$26,600;5 in 2009 in the Mexican
cities of Monterrey and Guadalajara it was $25,000 and $4~100, respectively, and
it was much higher in Mexico City ($101,800; see table 1). Further evidence from
these and other cities in Latin America clearly demonstrates that over thirty years,
the first generation of owners in irregular settlements has successfully created a
significant asset from their self-help housing endeavors (see also Moser 2009).6
These data underscore the significant property wealth among the poor, although
the question remains how these assets are being managed across generations,
which is of particular interest to us. In the following sections we explore both the
theory and the practice of how these assets fare through inheritance and succes
sion among low-income homeowners in Mexico today.

SUCCESSION AND INHERITANCE IN MEXICO TODAY: THEORY AND PRACTICE

We now return to how the empirical reality of owner households in consoli
dated low-income settlements intersects with the understanding of inheritance

5. All values reported here were converted to US 2007 dollars (Bogota) or US 2009 dollars (Mexico).
6. Data available at http://www.lahn.utexas.org/data/08072011_Matriz.xlsx.
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Table 3 Currentmaritalpropertyregimes in-Mexico

Default Regime

Sociedad legal

Sociedad conyugal

Separaci6n de bienes

States

Aguascalientes, [alisco, Oaxaca, Puebla, Sonora,
Tamaulipas

Baja California Norte, Baja California Sur, Chiapas,
Chihuahua, Colima, Distrito Federal, Durango,
Michoacan, Morelos, Nayarit, Nuevo Leon,
Queretaro, Quintana Roo, Sinaloa, Tabasco,
Veracruz

Campeche, Coahuila, Guanajuato, Guerrero,
Hidalgo, Mexico, San Luis Potosi, Tlaxcala,
Yucatan, Zacatecas

Source: Prepared by authors on the basis of the state (and federal district) civil codes and family codes,
where applicable.

and succession among household members and stakeholders. In particular, we
highlight the extent to which testate versus intestate succession apply in low
income property relations and transfers in the three Mexican cities (Mexico City,
Monterrey, and Guadalajara). For cases in which intestacy applies (or will apply
in the future), we explore some scenarios involving what people are doing in
practice, especially when there are ongoing conflicts and disagreements. These
scenarios emerged in some of the household surveys, but many of the insights
discussed here come from the intensive case studies that we conducted subse
quently? Although these cases are intended to be more illustrative than typical,
they serve to exemplify some of the key problems associated with testamentary
(with wills) and intestate inheritance, which we suspect represent only the tip
of the iceberg of title succession experiences and future downstream inheritance
challenges among low-income homeowners as their assets pass from one genera
tion to the next.

Table 3 shows that Mexico's thirty-one states and the Distrito Federal (which
corresponds to approximately half of the Mexico City metropolitan area) all have
their own legislation with respect to marital property and inheritance. In general,
marital property regimes tend to follow three main patterns: (1) full community
property, in which all assets acquired before and during marriage are pooled;
(2) partial community property, which excludes from the joint property indi
vidual assets acquired before marriage and any subsequent inheritances (or the
product of these) during marriage; and (3) separation of property, which allows
spouses to retain individual ownership of all individual assets acquired before or
during' marriage. In Mexico the most common default marital property regime
(i.e.,when spouses do not explicitly choose one at marriage) is that of partial com
munity property, which has two variants: sociedad conyugal, or conjugal partner-

7. Project team members carried out follow-up interviews: Grajeda in Mexico City in 2007 .and 2011;
Ward, Jimenez, and Ubaldo in Monterrey; and Jimenez and Ubaldo in Guadalajara (see also Ward
et al. 2011).
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ship, and sociedad legal, which is more like a participation-in-profitsscheme (Deere
and Leon 2005;Varley 2010). Under partial community property any proceeds and
products that derive from individually and jointly held properties (excluding in
heritances, donations, and the products of these), as well as any goods acquired by
either or both spouses during the marriage, are placed in a joint marital fund. Un
der this system, each spouse has a property right to half of the marital property in
the event that the marriage or recognized consensual union dissolves as a result
of separation, divorce, or widowhood. Although the default regime in most states
is that of partial community property (whether sociedad conyugal or sociedad le
gal), about one-quarter of states (Le., Campeche, Coahuila, Guanajuato, Guerrero,
Hidalgo, Estado de Mexico, San Luis Potosi, Tlaxcala, Yucatan, and Zacatecas)
establish separate property as the default option isepamcion debienes, or separation
of property, in table 3).

Maritaland Inheritance Provisions in Three MexicanCities

In the case of the Distrito Federal and the state of Nuevo Leon (Monterrey),
the civil codes allow couplesto choose either sociedad conyugal or separation
of property, with a possible third option of a mixed property regime by way of
marriage settlement (capitulaciones) or prenuptial agreement. In the state of [alisco
(Guadalajara) couples also have three formal options in terms of marital property
regimes, mainly sociedad conyugal (referred to in the state as sociedad voluntaria),
sociedad legal, andseparation of property," When spouses do not explicitly de
clare a preference, the default regime is sociedad legal. In any case spouses must
declare who is to administer the common property," In all three cities, unless
otherwise stated in the capitulaciones, upon marital dissolution spouses who had
married under partial community property, whether sociedadconyugal or socie
dad legal, are entitled to half of the jointly held assets.

As with marital property regimes, laws of testation (wills) are enacted at the
state level, but there is little variation across the different states. In general terms,
inheritance rights are secured through two legal channels: intestate (unwilled
legal) succession and testate (willed) succession. Today, the principle of testamen
tary freedom holds in all of Mexico's thirty-one states and the Distrito Federal of
Mexico City, granting individuals complete freedom to bequeath their property
as they desire. Testamentary freedom, as opposed to forced heirship, which is
common in much of Latin America, is the norm in Mexico and allows individuals
to will their estate freely without having to leave their spouse and/or children a
portion of their assets upon death. In theory, however, this principle is subject
to some restrictions, such as providing a pension for a spouse (when destitute
or lacking assets) and/or child support for minors. Yet despite the fact that the
freedom to create a will is enshrined in the Mexican Federal Civil Code, eight out

8. Civil Code for the Federal District (CCDF) of 1928 (reform published May 25, 2000), art. 178; Civil
Code for the State of Nuevo Leon (CCNL), arts. 178-179 (reform published December 29, 1982); Civil
Code for the State of Jalisco of 1936 (CCn, art. 282.

9. CCJ, art. 296.
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of ten Mexicans die intestate." This observation is consistent with our own find
ings about will making in Guadalajara and Monterrey, where 12.8 percent and
7 percent of respondents, respectively, reported having a will (see table 4).11

When individuals die intestate, compulsory provisions and intestate succes
sion laws are designed to approximate people's intentions regarding the disposi
tion of their property at death (Sussman, Cates, and Smith 1970). In such cases the
civil code of each state stipulates' the legal heirs, the order in which they inherit,
and the share to which they are entitled. In Mexico the succession line is as fol
lows: descendants, spouses, ascendants, collateral kin (up to fourth degree), and
cohabiting partners," where those who assume the highest positions in the order
of succession sequence exclude all others arid those of the same degree inherit in
equal shares. Thus, descendants, including extramarital children, are first in the
line of intestate succession and inherit equally irrespective of gender. Surviving
spouses and ascendants share the second order of inheritance; here the widowed
spouse shares half of the estate with the parents of the deceased if the couple did
not have children. Thus, although second in the succession line.ithe widowed
spouse is entitled only to the share of the decedent's estate (equivalent to a child's
inheritance share) if he or she lacks assets altogether or if the sum of those as
sets is. less than what a child is entitled to according to the laws of intestacy. For
example, ifa couple married under the partial community property regime and
one of them dies, the surviving spouse is entitled to half of the community prop
erty in the martial partnership and thus may not be eligible for an additional
(inheritance) share if that half surpasses what a child is entitled to through laws of
intestacy. Some scholars (e.g.,Varley 2010)have argued that Mexican law on fam
ily property with respect to inheritance and marriage is quite flexible, as people
can bequeath their property as they desire and couples can marry under the es
tablished marital property systems or establish their own through a marital ar
rangement or prenuptial agreement. Only in the absence of express choice does
the state define the default marital property regime and the default succession
arrangement.

The Mexican federal and state governments have made considerable efforts in
the past few years to encourage will making and to promote estate planning, al-

10. A 2010 survey conducted by Consulta Mitofsky (liLa cultura del testamento," http://consulta.mx/
web/index.php/estudios/mexico-opina/362-la-cultura-del-testamento) revealed that only 13 percent
of Mexicans know about will making and estate planning, mainly those residing in urban areas, in
and around central Mexico, and of higher socioeconomic status. Only 7 percent of those interviewed
reported having executed a will (12 percent of those of higher economic means) and 15 percent of
adults older than fifty. Of all respondents, 11 percent reported having been beneficiaries of an inheri
tance (which doubled for higher-income respondents, men, and those older than age fifty). Moreover,
40 percent of beneficiaries reported having received their inheritance through testamentary succession:
51 percent through other means; and only 8 percent through a formal probate process,

11. These percentages are slightly higher than the national average, probably due to the higher av
erage age of homeowners in consolidated settlements (as people age they tend to think more about
disposal of their property). Also, several years of intense government promotion have encouraged will
making at low cost (Ward et al. 2011).

12. Cohabitating couples have some inheritance rights. In most states, couples must have lived to
gether for a period of two to five years, or fewer if they have children, and prove that they are not legally
tied to other people, either through marriage or cohabitation. .
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though intestate succession remains widespread." Today, much of the debate sur
rounding inheritance concerns the high costs associated with intestate succession,
the length of the intestate succession process, and the potential for family conflict.
In terms of costs, Carlota Botey, then director of the Distrito Federal's Land Regu
larization Agency (Direccion de Regularizacion Territorial del Distrito Federal),
reported that in failing to execute a will, families can pay up to 25 percent of the
total value of their property in trying to resolve succession by way of intestacy
(Grajeda 2006). If individuals choose the testate route, taking out a will at the dis
counted price costs roughly US$100,and approximately US$898 (MXN$12,OOO) to
settle the testamentary succession process in the Distrito Federal (Liceaga 2006).14

Intestate succession takes much longer than testamentary succession because
it often has to be presented before a family court judge, and it may take several
years to locate all legal heirs, to make an inventory of the estate, to go through
the appraisal process, and so on. If all heirs are in agreement, testamentary suc
cession is likely to be much more expeditious, often lasting only a few months.
Unless otherwise challenged, a public notary can adjudicate apportionment of the
estate in a more direct process. Botey (in Grajeda 2006) also indicated that people
often feel that a will might lead to them being deprived of their estate or kicked
out of their homes prematurely, and that they do not realize that a will takes ef
fect only after death. She also mentioned that intestacy can be much more prob
lematic for families, as heirs, regardless of their contribution to the estate or their
sentimental ties with parents, inherit in equal shares. Laws of intestacy, in other
words, are based on the principle of,equality, not on the specific preferences of the
testator, who can reward (and punish) household members as they wish. Other
researchers emphasize that many people, particularly low-income individuals,
are often not aware of the freedom of testation and believe that they have to leave
their estate to their children and/or spouse (Liceaga 2006).

Although it may be too early to. tell which of the two succession regimes is
more favorable or advantageous for low-income populations in Mexico given the
scarcity of will making, we do know that the national-level norm is intestacy,
And although it may be true that, until recently, most lower-income urban resi
dents were unlikely to have property at marriage or when they move in together
(Varley 2010), it is important to consider just how the empirical reality of consoli
dated settlements and asset creation during marriage intersects with the popular
understanding of marital property and inheritance among household members
and stakeholders.

In the following section, we discuss five cases from Mexico City that bring into re
lief the intersection of inheritance law and our findings on home ownership in older

13. These efforts include halving the cost of will making. The average cost of will making nationwide
in 2011,for instance, was US$191.58 (MXN$2,558), but during certain months such as September, the cost
is reduced in half to roughly US$100 depending on the locality; and in some case reducing it even more,
such as for low-income or elderly testators (see the website of the Procuraduria Federal del Consumidor,
at http://www.profeco.gob.mx/encuesta/brujula/bruj_2011/bo1194_nacer.asp).

14. The total costs ultimately depend on the value of the hereditary mass and can vary from 5 percent
to 10 percent of the entire estate. The exchange rate used to calculate costs was based on the average
exchange rate in 2011.
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Table 4 Inheritance plansfor consolidated self-help settlementsin Guadalajara andMonterrey
(2009 survey data)

Guadalajara, Monterrey,
3 colonias 2 colonias

Dimension of analysis (N =243) (N =129)

Testamentary succession
Owners with a will 13.80/0 (31) 8% (9)
Households with "informal 44%(84) 35% (35)

arrangement"
Reasons people don't make a will

Don't know how 2% (4) 8.2% (7)
Cultural reasons 61.8% (123) 68.2% (58)
Desidia
Poverty, don't have much 10.1% (20) 3.5% (3)
Causes conflict among family 18.6% (37) /17.6% (15)

members
Vulnera~ility in old age 7.5% (15) 2.4% (2)

Source: Guadalajara and Monterrey data are drawn from the Latin American Housing Network project
(http://www.lahn.utexas.org), with permission to use the Guadalajara data from Dr. Edith Jimenez.

consolidated informal settlements or colonias. In the following five cases we high
light the extent to which testate' versus intestate succession applies in low-income
property relations and transfers in Mexico; and where intestacy applies (or is likely
to apply), we explore some .scenarios pertaining to how it unfolds, especially when
there are ongoing conflicts and disagreements (see also Ward et al. 2011).

INHERITANCE AND THE FAMILY: ATTITUDES ABOUT WILL MAKING AND INTESTACY

WillsandTestamentary Succession

Our study confirms the low prevalence of will making and estate planning in
Mexico. The data for Monterrey and Guadalajara, for instance, demonstrate that
only 8 percent and 13.8 percent, respectively, of all owners have taken out a will
(table 4). When asked why many people shun formal estate-planning arrange
ments such as will making, most respondents said it was for cultural reasons (e.g.,
tempting fate, death is "unimaginable") or indecisiveness ~ or desidia (see table 4).
The idea of tempting fate is particularly telling, as most respondents indicate that
,in creating a will, they could be inviting their demise. Related to this is the idea
that estate planning (and death) is the exclusive domain of people in later stages
of life: answers such as "We are young; we do not want to speak of death" were
common. Another common concern was the potential for family squabbles over
housing inheritance, particularly among adult children. One respondent argued
that will making was too problematic for families and that, "later, [the children
would] be killing each other" over the inheritance. Not being able to discuss such
matters with family, or not coming to a consensus about who should get what, is
thus a source of friction for many. families. One respondent in Mexico City, for
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instance, mentioned that all his children "feel entitled to [his] house" and fight
over the future of his estate.

A considerable number of respondents also mentioned the idea that will mak
ing leaves them (particularly the elderly) in a vulnerable situation. Men, for in
stance, seem to be particularly concerned about being treated poorly or kicked out
of their homes or about being considered a nuisance. Such concerns are consis
tent with other findings from urban Mexico (Varley 2000, 2010;Varley and Blasco
2000). Other respondents, however, gave different reasons for not leaving a will,
from laziness to having no need to do so because they had little property to be~

queath. A woman from Guadalajara, for instance, mentioned in an interview that
her husband was unwilling to leave a will mainly because he was afraid that she
will "bring another man to his house'i.when he dies. Another woman in Mexico
City mentioned that there were simply too many families on the property and
that she would not know how to "divide things up" fairly. The range and depth of
answers in regard to distributive preferences and will-making perceptions sug
gest that housing inheritance and expectations among different household mem
bers and stakeholders is a subject of much discussion (and a source of friction) in
many low-income households.

Scenario 1: The Molina Family and the Importance of Passing On Wealth / Although
our results on will making in Mexico highlight the low prevalence of wills, the
following scenario may overstate the case, as many more people ultimately be
lieve that a will is very important and necessary, even if they don't follow through
with leaving one (see table 4).15 The first scenario, therefore, illustrates how beliefs
about the importance of estate planning can translate into actual will making in
low-income settlements. An elderly couple, the Molinas, have lived in the colonia
Isidro Fabela in Mexico City for .more than thirty years. They have seven children,
but none of the children lives on the lot today. Three of the children reside in the
United States, and the other four children (three daughters and one son) left home
shortly after getting married."

Today the Molinas continue to live in their home (although the wife explained
that they had recently separated and were "peleados") and share the property
with two grandchildren, each of whom has a spouse and children. The Molinas
both decided more than ten years ago that they needed to execute a will for their
corresponding shares of the marital property and individual assets. They had
also agreed that their children living in the United States would inherit, as they
had financed the construction and maintenance of the home through regular re-

o mittances. According to Sr. Molina, "Those who had contributed to the [costs of]
construction had rights to the family home, and those who did not would have no

15. Ann Varley-brought this point to our attention (personal communication, August 10, 2011).
16. In his work on rural and indigenous populations in Mexico, Robichaux (1991: 2002) describes

patrilocal residence as a defining aspect of a Mesoamerican family system in which newlywed couples
live with the husband's parents until they are able to establish their separate household, on lot or else
where. As Varley (1993)notes in her surveys in Mexico City, Guadalajara, and Puebla, patrilocality is not
uncommon in shared housing arrangements in urban settings, as multigenerational households form,
and when young, newlywed couples move in with their parents, typically the husband's family.
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rights." His response, therefore, illustrated his belief that, even though his (adult)
grandchildren lived on the property with their families, they had no rights to the
family home because they had not contributed financially to its construction andl
or maintenance.

When we asked the Molinas about their motivations for executing a will that
named their children in the United States as heirs, the couple also mentioned
that because those children are not legal US residents, they may need (or wish)
to return to Mexico City in the future. Moreover, Sr. Molina believes that because
both have created a will, the current living arrangements with grandchildren will
obviate any false expectations among other household members. The Molinas are
reserving the places of three of their children in the house.

Scenario 2: The L6pez Family and the Prevalence of Mixed Succession I The second
case 'depicts how popular understandings and cultural stereotypes about gender
and property relations coexist with the legal principle of equality in intestacy. It
involves a modest dwelling also in the colonia ofIsidro Fabela. The original own
ers, the L6pezes, had died many years before, leaving five surviving adult chil
dren. Title remains in the late Sra. L6pez's name, although she died fourteen years
earlier. Sra. L6pez left a will, naming her five surviving children as heirs of her
estate (half of the joint marital property); each child thus is entitled to one-fifth of
her assets. Her husband, however, did not create a will; as a result, the children
had to go through a mixed inheritance process, as the mother's will accounts for
only the mother's share (50 percent of the joint property), the other half had to be
resolved via laws of intestacy. ,

This became a problem when soon after Sr. L6pez passed away, Juan, his son
, from an extramarital affair, claimed that he was also entitled to 51 share of his
father's estate. And although Juan said he did not to-want anything to do with
Sra. Lopez's estate, he firmly believed that the family home belonged exclusively
to his father. Such assertions reflect popular beliefs that male heads of household
are the "real" owners of the family home, despite state marital laws that estab
lish community property as the default regime. (Varley [2010, 90], in her study on
gender and property rights in Guadalajara, also found that there is an "intimate
connection between popular understandings of property rights and gender and
kinship ideologies.") However, the couple's child Elena still lives on the lot, and
her sisters, who are co-owners, though not coresidents as they live elsewhere,
believe that she should be entitled to the family home because she cared for their
parents in old age. The sisters also claim that this is morally the correct thing to
do, as Elena is unmarried and has few housing prospects. As such, they are will
ing to relinquish their inheritance rights so that Elena will be the sole beneficiary
of their parents' entire estate, which is essentially the family home.

Clearly, there are several issues here. First is Juan's (erroneous) ,assertion that
as the only male heir, he has a paramount claim over his sisters. As this example
illustrates, it is not uncommon for respondents to view housing and property
ownership as an exclusively male domain in which men are responsible for hous
ing their family and women are relegated to a secondary position with respect
to property. Juan, for instance, threatened to evict his half-sister from the family
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home on, claims that he is the rightful owner and "protector" of the family pat
rimony. As Varley (2010, 92) has observed, "Men's obligation to provide for their
family (morally as well as materially) legitimates their assumption of ownership,
and the resulting sense of entitlement can override their responsibilities to oth
ers." In this case, Juan spent more than US$2,OOO in legal fees to fight not only for
his legal share of his father's estate but also for the entire house. Second, although
Juan cannot claim the entirety of his father's estate, he is legally entitled to a por
tion of it-in this case, one-sixth of the estate, because he has to share it with his
other siblings (or, absent other siblings, with any grandchildren of the Lopezes
according to the representation principle). Third is Elena's fear of losing the fam
ily home altogether given the multiple and competing claims to the L6pez estate.
Although her sisters perceive her as the rightful owner of their parents' estate,
the Mexican civil code clearly states that under intestacy all descendants inherit
in equal shares, even if this does not conform to the wishes of the other heirs. If
the legal heirs cannot reach an agreement over who gets to keep the family home,
they can decide to sell it and take their respective share. However, Elena's wish to
continue living on the lot is likely to stall any such agreement. As this case shows,
unless both spouses execute a will, a mixed probate process involving both intes
tate and testate succession will ensue.

Given the prominence of intestacy in Mexico, it appears that most low-income
households with property are likely to resort to informal inheritance mechanisms
of property transfer, such as lot subdivision and inter vivos promises of owner
ship, and in some cases formal arrangements such as donations with lifetime usu
fruct rights. Table 4 clearly shows that a substantial minority of those surveyed in
Guadalajara and Monterrey had made some sort of informal arrangement, even
though such arrangements rarely comply with the norms of legal conveyance and
title provision and can create major impediments to the sale or formal transfer to
another titleholder.

Intestate Succession

Scenario 3: The Gutierrez Family and Informal Arrangements in Conflict with Legal In
heritance Laws / This case also comes from the colonia Isidro Fabela. The orig
inal owner, Sr. Gutierrez, died without a will after informally subdividing his
property to create a dwelling structure to accommodate the needs of his growing
family. Today, his two (second-generation)·surviving children-in their late for
ties and early fifties-live on the lot with their own families and children (third
generation). In total, there are four nuclear families and one extended family, and
a total of twenty-three people reside on the lot. Sra. Gutierrez has since died, and
there was a consensus in the family that the property belonged equally to the
adult children, particularly because only two of the four children were still alive,
both of whom continued 'to live on the lot. Thus, no one bothered to transfer the
title from Sr. Gutierrez's name to that of the two sibling beneficiaries given the de
facto new living and ownership arrangements.

The problems began when Tofio, one of Sr. Gutierrez's fourteen grandchildren,
began to assert his claim to the share of his late father's inheritance by way of
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representation, or represeniacion sucesoria." Although Paco (Tofio's father) had re
portedly "renounced'ihis claim inter vivos, there was nothing in writing-to that
effect; as noted earlier, the civil code protects the descendants' (in this case, the
grandchildren's) succession rights by way of representation. However, Sr. Gutie
rrez's surviving children believe that 'Iorio's claim is unfounded and unfair. Tofio,
they argue, has lived in the family home on only a few occasions; he now lives in
Cancun and visits at most once or twice a year. The real problem, they claim, is
'Iorio's wife, as she is the one who is "instigating" and ultimately behind his deci
sion to assert his claim to his father's inheritance share.

Several issues arise in this case. First, forgoing or relinquishing an inheritance
must be expressed formally and in writing before a judge or public notary, even
in cases of intestacy, as in Mexico a verbal relinquishment is not valid. The relin
quishment also must take place after a death and not before, as individuals cannot
dispose of assets that they do not legally possess. Second, although in the first
case (of the Molinas) a second-generation adult child held the claim to a share of
his father's estate, here the allegedly estranged, third-generation grandchild is as
serting his rights to the family patrimony, including the family home, by way of
legal representation of his father. As observed earlier, intestacy in Mexico is estab
lished in favor of the nearest relations of the decedent and then moves down the
line in the order of statutory succession. Because only two children remain, Tofio
can legally represent his father Paco in the succession process and take his father's
share of the inheritance. It is important to note, however, that Paco's inheritance
must be split between all of his children (five in total), not just 'Iofio. Not solving
issues of intestacy thus becomes problematic with each passing generation, as the
number of legal heirs increases.

Scenario 4: The Ortega-Cruz Family and Competing Family Interests / Sra. Gonzalez
Jimenez is the widow of the late Sr. Ortega Cruz and is one of the original own
ers of a multistory home in the colonia of Isidro Fabela. The couple had thirteen
children, seven of whom still live on the lot with their own families. Today, four
generations share the property, and seventeen people reside there. Although the
late Sr. Ortega Cruz died intestate and figured as the soleowner on the property
deed, he made it known to his children that the only person who could make any
decisions with respect to the family home was his oldest (and single) daughter,
Maria Elena. In other words, he wanted Maria Elena to figure as the executor
(albacea) of his estate after he died. Maria Elena agreed, as none of her siblings
contributed financially to the construction of t~e family home. Moreover, she had
paid for the regularization of the lot.

Aside from the intergenerational nature of their housing arrangement, what
is particularly striking about the Ortega-Cruz family's case is that, despite there
not being an inheritance conflict per se, with one of the original owners still alive
(Sra.-Gonzalez Jimenez), there are multiple and conflicting interests with respect
to the family home: who is entitled to what, as well as the wishes of Sra. Gonzalez
Jimenez, who is still alive and who expressed frustration at having to live with so

17. CCDF, art. 1609.
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many of her children, grandchildren, and even great-grandchildren, particularly
because she is responsible for feeding and cooking for fifteen people on a daily
basis. In her own words, "The grandmother always get screwed" ("a la abuelita
siempre la joden"). Her view is that, given the competing interests of the different
family members, it would be best to simply sell the property, allowing her to take
her half and return to her pueblo in the state of Hidalgo.

Maria Elena, however, cannot conceive that the family home be sold after so
many years of (her) hard work and savings invested in its construction. Her father,
she argues, would never have wished that they dispose-of the family patrimony.
She believes that her siblings, particularly her brothers, are not as emotionally at
tached to the house as she is, and therefore they are not willing to go against their
mother's wishes to sell the home. In Maria Elena's eyes, her brothers are not en
titled to anything; as for her sisters, she believes that theirhusbands should pro
vide them with housing, not the other way around. Moreover, both Sra. Gonzalez
and Maria Elena believe that they are the only ones who should decide the future
of the family's patrimony, even if they disagree on whether to sell. Both stated that
the rest of the family members, particularly the grandchildren, do not have a say,
not least because they contributed nothing to the property. In the words of Sra.
Gonzalez, "Here everything is onloan," implying that the current living arrange
ments should not translate into expectations of eventual ownership. Neverthe
less, notwithstanding the two women's wishes, Sr. Ortega Cruz's estate must be
subject to an intestate succession process, as all of his descendants (not just Maria
Elena) are entitled to an equal share of his (half of the) estate.

Scenario 5: The Bravo Family and Conflict-Free Intestate Succession / This final case
. is interesting because there are no apparent conflicts, and thus it exemplifies how
intestate succession cases can be made to work (albeit very slowly) when the heirs
are in agreement. The Bravo family lives in the colonia of Santo Domingo los
Reyes in southern Mexico City. When Sr. Bravo passed away many years ago,
his wife, with the assistance of her children, initiated the succession process to
leave everything in order. A few years later, when the succession process was well
under way, Sra. Fuentes Bravo alsopassed away, and her adult children had to re
start the succession process for their parents' entire estate. Because they could not
afford an attorney, the court assigned them an abogado deoficio, or court-appointed
lawyer, to execute and finalize the probate process. However, this process is inef
ficient and can go on for years even in relatively simple cases. After three years,
the legal process is still ongoing, even though the legal heirs have all agreed that
only the children residing in the family home today should be the titleholders,
with the others renouncing any claim to the estate.

Summary of Scenarios

The five scenarios discussed in the previous sections point out just a few of the
many issues that we expect to become increasingly commonplace in the future,
particularly because the original dwellers are approaching advanced age if still
alive. These issues include the need to dispel popular stereotypes and poor un-
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derstandings of the inheritance process; the resolution of conflicts ~mong heirs,
especially between those who have an equal and legitimate claim but do not wish
to live on the property and prefer to sell or be bought out; and how to recon
cile the different stakeholders' ownership expectations. Our data indicate that a
sizable proportion of low-income Mexican owners residing in fully consolidated
(self-help) settlements are well beyond the age of sixty (see table 1),and most will
die intestate. Elsewhere we have outlined some of these policy challenges, as the
urban poor have significant property assets to bequeath or pass on to their second
and third generations (see Ward et al. 2011).

CONCLUSION

This article has shown that the large majority of low-income households that
acquired land and self-built their homes in irregular settlements some thirty or
more years ago are today sharing with and/or bequeathing those homes to adult
children and grandchildren. Although not all children benefit or expect to benefit
in this way, many do. As descendants are already living on those lots with their
own young families, there is an urgent need to refurbish, renovate, and retrofit
the dwelling structures to adjust to and accommodate the new multiple house-

<, hold arrangements described at the beginning of this article. However, there are
likely limited incentives to undertake such physical improvements and subdi
visions when stakeholders' claims remain uncertain. An important normative
question for the future will be how second- and third-generation living arrange
ments will translate into future ownership, the routes that will be offered to en
hance inheritance and succession, and the, nature of shared property titles that
are likely to become available in line with the findings outlined here. Specifically,
in this regard, three major sets of legal policy issues- will need to be addressed.
First is the need to develop new titling arrangements to reflect shared ownership
and to create simple and affordable methods of clearing title. Second is to find
ways to encourage greater participation in testamentary and formal succession
transfers of property among second- and third-generation low-income families.
Third, independent of inheritance and succession, is how conferring the property
title to a desired beneficiary in advance of one's death (with or without an inter
vivos transfer) might successfully transfer property and circumvent conflict or
time-consuming legal processes related to intestacy."

This article has only begun to scratch the surface of what we fully expect to
become an important arena of research into and understanding of household and
property relations among lower-income families both in Mexico and other testa-

18. An anonymous reviewer and another scholar (in personal communication) argued that naming a
beneficiary (as in insurance policy procedures) can obviate the need for will. Our understanding is that
although a beneficiary may be named on a property title document at purchase, the final title (escrituras)
makes no provision for this. Subsequent apportionment of the estate is exclusively by will or according
to the civil code. Beneficiary arrangements (e.g., llegado preferente) may be named on new properties dur
ing purchase. Previously, the Agrarian Law allowed ejidatarios to name a usufruct beneficiary of their
parcel in the event of their death (often effectively transferring the rights to their female spouse), but our
research presented here relates to urban property.
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mentary regimes, and in those that mandate forced heirship. Owning and dis
bursing informally held and built property brings an ever-increasing proportion
of Latin American society into the inheritance process, usually as beneficiaries
or as claimants. Thus, in Mexico and other countries that allow for willed inheri
tance, it will be important to create a deeper and broader testamentary culture.
But in Mexico and elsewhere where intestacy and forced inheritance" reign, it
will be important to frame inheritance practices and discussion in terms that are
practical given the backdrop of informal housing processes. This will require
sensitivity in developing legal procedures to promote participation and trust in
the legal system, as well as ensuring that greater participation does not create
problems during probate and settlement by saddling beneficiaries with prohibi
tively high transaction and titling costs when they try to secure the future use
of their inheritance. After thirty years of regularization programs in Mexico to
provide clear title to first-generation self-builders, it is apparent that second- and
third-generation children and grandchildren are invariably inheriting an inter
est without title in the parental home. They live in a new' legal limbo that, as
we have shown, frequently generates anxiety and frustration for the surviving
elderly parentis), who cannot sell or downsize, and frequently results in tension
and conflict among those for whom the home was always intended "asa patrimo
nio. Given the relatively advanced age of many owners and the complicated living
arrangements that have evolved over time, further research will almost certainly
reveal many additional and complex scenarios.
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